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As expected the S&P500 dropped lower, but not as low as expected. Instead of SPX2405 it only reached the rather 

uncommon c=1.146x Fib-extension (SPX2415) at SPX2417, and started to rally. The 1minute chart shows the two 

possible counts, with the count in “…“ as the alternate (lower probability: 40%). It has the market now in (orange) 

micro-c of an irrgular minute-b wave to around SPX2440 before heading lower to SPX2405ish (orange arrows). The 

preferred count (support by evidence of the daily chart, breadth, VIX/SPX Bollinger Band-based buy signals) has 

intermediate-a of major-4 in at today’s low (SPX2417) and price is now in minor-a of intermediate-b (green arrow).  

A rally to SPX2440 and then a drop below SPX2423 wil confirm the alternate count, whereas a continued rally 

>SPX2440 will confirm the preferred count. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 minute: intermediate-a in? Irregular b-wave possible, but less likely (orange arrows). Minute-a or 

already minor-a underway: more likely. 

 

SPX hourly: positive divergence on RSI5; price reached uncommon c=1.146 extension. Count is different with minute-

b at SPX2491: market signalling a correction. 
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The fact that price may have fallen short of my ideal SPX2405-2390 price target for all of intermediate-a underscores 

corrections can do what ever they want, especially 4th wave. Unusual is the name of the game, and profits should be 

taken when you have them. That said, the 100d SMA provided support for the first time since September last year; 

underscoring the significance of the current correction. There is now positive divergence on the daily RSI5 as it closed 

higher today. The A.I. and MACD remain on as sell, but the former has now reached levels from which an ideal buy 

signal can occur (e.g. compare with the last ideal buy signal: green up arrow). Hence, bears should be on alert. Finally, 

Money Flow (MFI) didn’t confirm todays’ higher close. A break and close above SPX2440, Friday’s high, will give an 

A.I. buy signal; we’ll have too see if it will be ideal or not to provide further evidence of the anticipated intermediate-

b bounce. I can’t give any price targets yet, as there’s not even been an >10p pullback off the SPX2417 low yet. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Positive divergence on RSI5 now confirmed. 100d SMA providing support 
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In case you wondered how the NYA is faring, since it’s been a while I showed it; here’s the daily chart (yes I track all 

major indices) and on Friday it dropped below the (green) minor-4 low; thus eliminating the possibility of a 1, 2 setup 

(2nd waves never go below the start of a 1st wave). The red horizontal line shows this clearly. It also shows us price 

thus found support right at the prior (red) intermediate-iii high and 1.382x extension. Since (red) intermediate-iv fell 

short of the ideal retrace target (red box); I expect this major-4 to to do the same. Hallmark of a strong bull, which 

we currently have. 

Figure 3. NYA daily TI chart. Retraced >100% of prior advance (off green minor 4 low): No subdivision. At 1st support 
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Although last week the NYMO-VIX-SPX buy signal didn’t trigger, today there’s a new “Sell the VIX, buy the SPX” signal 

(green oval) and a bollinger band-based SPX buy signal (green circle). In addition, there’s positive divergence 

between price and breadth (red and green arrows; NYMO shown here, but same for SPXMO: -73 then vs -62 now). 

These 3 signals, combined with a) the preferred wave count, b) + div on the hourly and daily RSI5, c) S&P500 at 100d 

SMA support, d) CPCE at 0.82 on Friday; that a larger bounce is the most likely outcome.  

Figure 4.  NYMO-VIX-SPX indicator: positive divergence on NYMO, VIX: buy SPX signal, SPX: buy signal 
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Despite all the aforementioned bullish signals, breadth for the S&P500 ended today at -49: still more stocks are 

declining then advancing. The Bulls need positive breadth; especially a thrust over 60 (for the MO) to be more certain 

the correction is over. As long as breadth remains negative, the bears are in control. 

Figure 5.  Despite all the bullish signals, SPX-SI remains on a sell for now. 

 

In conclusion: Last Thursday I wrote “Please remember the old WallStreet saying: Markets never bottom on 

Fridays.” With today’s lower low that may have very well been the case (again). 

My preferred count anticipated a low in the SPX2405-2390 region; but the market may have fallen 15p short as 

there are many bullish reversal signs. Although a minute-b to SPX2440 in the form of an irregular flat (2421-2440-

2417-2400), followed by one last stab to SPX2405 can not be excluded; the weight of the evidence suggests 

different as it is rather bullish: a) positive divergence on the hourly and daily RSI5, b) S&P500 at 100d SMA support, 

c) CPCE at 0.82 on Friday, d) “Sell-VIX, Buy-SPX” signal, e) Bollinger band-based Buy-SPX signal, f) positive 

divergence in market breadth. 

A move over SPX2440 without any significant pullbacks (i.e. to SPX2440 and then a drop below SPX2423) will 

solidify that intermediate-b is indeed underway. Once confirmed, and once an >10p pullback presents itself, I can 

then start to determine its most likely price target zone. Right now it can go to SPX2510 (irregular b-wave) or stall 

at SPX2445 (only a 38.2% retrace); there’s currently simple too little information available to make any usefull 

upside forecast and since we are dealing with a 4th wave anything is possible.  

 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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